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They governing system is broken. When assets are sold to solve fiscal problems as
 opposed to deciding to sell them in the public interest the business has been run badly.

I feel disconnected and abused as a citizen.
This has happened over the last 25 years.
I dont feel welcome. I feel sorry for my children and numb for the knowledge to help
 them.

The system is dumbing us all down. 

We have slipped into a communistic control like model of governance. Big brother is
 bigger that ever and he is the person beside you on this committee.

The accepted regulatory solution is to make the majority pay to accomodate the few.
If one man rapes, the media calls all men to account. Planting seeds in minds.
If one old driver hits the accelerator not the brake, the media reports that the public want
 all old drivers off the road bringing stress on the elderly who need the licence to drive to
 town for food. Planting seeds in minds.
People want rights and equality and are willing to harm those that dont agree. Planting
 seeds in minds.
The left are ridiculously shallow thinkers and too often a violent mob. The right are scared
 silent. Scared silent is no exaggeration.
People are being socially punished for expressing the thoughts that were instilled in them
 by yesterdays community standards.

The government, councils and corporations take take take. But you try to ring up and get a
 pot hole fixed and you are treated like like you are unreasonable and selfish. 

I have seen a dog catcher call a dog from a yard so he could take it. I have seen a solicitor
 want a man punished because he had a golliwog doll. Planting seeds. A business removes
 a shirt that says ‘boys will be boys’ because it offends? Planting seeds.
I have seen thug looking council employees hiding take photos of mums and dads number
 plates dropping suns and daughters at a train station using what was once a legal set down
 area but now a no standing zone. Planting seeds.

The seeds we plant no define the next generation.

I have almost given up. I hope i dont. And i hope this inquiry is not just another hot air
 committee and truely dies act in the future publics best interest.

I remember when the first gateway was built, we were told the toll is only until the bridge
 is paid for.
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